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Business tie-up concluded between cryptomall ou, the operator 

of "cryptomall", the social contribution-type, 

cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall, and cryptocurrency 

exchange OKUBIT!  

 

 

2019/6/13 

 

 

 

Thursday, June 13, 2019, cryptomall ou, the operator of "cryptomall", the social 

contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall, announced that it has 

signed a business alliance agreement with OKUBIT Exchange. 
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Objective of alliance 

cryptomall ou operates “cryptomall”, shopping mall dedicated to cryptocurrencies, that sells 

only "genuine" products to eradicate "fake” and imitated products". In addition, “cryptomall” 

handles over 1 million products and is the world’s largest among the shopping malls 

dedicated to cryptocurrencies. 

 

OKUBIT Exchange is an emerging cryptocurrency exchange officially opened on June 6, 

2019. 

 

OKUBIT Exchange was established as a strategic investment of BCEX Global, which 

operates BCEX Exchange that holds the 20th position in the world ranking of trading 

volume. 

 

 

News release by OKUBIT, June 3, 2019 

https://bit.ly/2KgR09x 

 

 

Coin Market Cap, June 11, 2019 

https://coinmarketcap.com/ja/rankings/exchanges/ 

 

 

Recently, leading cryptocurrency exchanges one after another have announced platforms 

for the Japanese community. For example, Huobi Exchange has opened Huobi Japan 

Exchange, F Coin Exchange has opened F Coin JP Exchange. 

 

One of those is OKUBIT Exchange, which was opened as a Japanese station for BCEX 

Exchange having a very high profile in Asia and is attracting attention from around the world. 

It can be said that OKUBIT Exchange is a cryptocurrency exchange expected to grow in the 

future. 

 

We concluded the alliance of this time with a belief that the collaboration between 

“cryptomall”, the shopping mall sticking to genuine products, and OKUBIT Exchange, will 

create synergies and bring more values to users of the services of the both companies. 

https://bit.ly/2KgR09x
https://coinmarketcap.com/ja/rankings/exchanges/
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https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u 

 

 

 

Milestones: 

Through this partnership, we will work to make effective use of the assets owned by both 

companies and aim to realize the effects of the partnership soon. 

 

 

 

About OKUBIT Exchange 

・ Name of cryptocurrency exchange: OKUBIT Exchange 

 

・ Official web site: https://www.okubit.com/ 

 

・ Number of registered members:  1.5 million people 

 

・ Trading volume per day: Approx. 105 billion yen 

 

※ includes the volume at BCEX Exchange. 

 

  

https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u
https://www.okubit.com/
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What is the social contribution-type, 

cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall 

 

cryptomall ou is operating “cryptomall”, shopping mall dedicated to cryptocurrencies, that 

sells only "genuine" products to eradicate "fake” and imitated products". In addition, 

“cryptomall” handles over 1 million products and is the world’s largest among the shopping 

malls dedicated to cryptocurrencies. 

 

Click here to access "cryptomall", the "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated 

shopping mall 

https://crypto-mall.org 

 

 

※ Currently we are operating a beta version. To access our site, please register as a new 

member (free of charge). 

 

 

 

 

Information 

Click here to register (free of charge) with OKUBIT Exchange where you will become able to 

buy and sell “cryptomall” XMALL tokens. 

https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u 

 

When you register with OKUBIT Exchange, the Japan station of "BCEX Exchange", as a 

new member, by Sunday June 30th, 2019, you will receive both: 

 

・cryptomall taken (XMALL), and 

・Okubit coin (OKU) 

https://crypto-mall.org/
https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u
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Even if you have already received cryptomall token (XMALL) airdrop, you are still eligible to 

receive this additional airdrop as well. Absolutely a great opportunity! 

 

This is a limited time, limited quantity campaign. Make a new member registration (free of 

charge) right away! 

 

Click here to register (free of charge) with OKUBIT Exchange, the Japan station of "BCEX 

Exchange", where you will become able to buy and sell “cryptomall” XMALL tokens. 

https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u 

 

* Please do not erase the "bonus code (VglRgu)" already entered. If erased, airdrop will not 

be distributed! 

 

 

 

Inquiry 

◇ Inquiry form 

https://crypto-mall.org/contact 

 

◇ Inquiry by email: 

support@crypto-mall.org 

 

◇ Operating site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/ 

 

◇ To cryptocurrency issuers and those who can introduce cryptocurrency issuers:  

Please access the following site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance 

 

※ With regard to business alliances, we will make decisions based on careful 

examinations. Please note that there may be cases we decline the alliance depending 

on examination results. 

https://bit.ly/2IkMV0u
https://crypto-mall.org/contact
mailto:support@crypto-mall.org
https://crypto-mall.org/
https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance

